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EXPLOSIVELY FORMED FUSE OPENING SWITCHES FOR USE IN
FLUX-COMPRESSION GENERATOR CIRCUITS*

J. H. Goforth and S. P. Marsh

IAM Alarms National Laboratory,
Group M-6, MS J970, h Alarms, New Mexico, USA 87545

INTRODUCTION

Explosivedriven magnetic flux compression generatora (explosive generators) pr~
vide for the generation of large amounts of energy compactly stored in a magnetic field.
Opening switches for use in explosive generator cmcuits al!ow the energy to be used
for applications requiring higher ponr than can be developed by the generators them-
selves. We have developed a type of opening switch that we describe as an explosively
formed fuse (EFF). ~–’ These switches are well suited to explmive generator circuits
and prcvide a considerable enhancement of explaive pulsed-power capabili&,

Our fimt experiments with explmively formed fuses occurred while attempting
to utilize the enhanced pressure developed in the high-pressure interaction between
two detonation fronts. In these tds we attempti to w the infraction to sever
conducting pla~ along lines perpendicular to current flow. The technique worked to
some extent, and to ascertain how much advantage wna gained from the high-pressure
interacticm, we substituted an areal detcmation in place of the discrete lines required
to produce Iinea of interaction. The reuult of this experiment was an outstanding
opening switch effect that set the stage for all our subsequent work, We point out that
the same effect could have been found by applying simultammus detonation systcrns
to the sweeping wave designs of Vitkovitskye et al, and further, that Chcrnyshev
rt al.” have arrived at similar designs. The concept of the technique as an explosively
formed fuse rather than aa an explosive breaker came from comparing results of 2-I)
hydrodynan]ic code computations to experimental rcaultB. The calculations sl]owvd
that the active conducting Iaycr did not sever cm the time ncalc of the opening, hut

waq extruded into thin enough regions that ohmic heating woIJld IN significmt. A
dctailccl accounting of ttw heating mechanisms has proved to IN cxtrwncly diflicult, but
itch icving significant rmi~ttmcc incrcasen over a wide range of cxpcrirm!ntal parti[m!t,vrs

IIM lm~n quite aimplv. We IIavc brought explosively forllml fuse opcllilig switch(w to

111(! prwwnt stature l~y ~ur.comive atagcs of (:xl)crill](.lltatioll and collil)(lt~tioll, driv(’11 I)y

ttlv IIOWJN 0( a h~~)l-currvl]t al)plication. 111 tl]r followin~” Ilmtorikl wr (Ivwrilw IIJII(II
(d ollr drvvloprlwnt vlrort, thv Htatv of thv art, mn(l 11)4*difr(’r(’rlt lll:~llif(’st,ati(~l]s of (~llr
1,(’(tllli(~l]v.



SWITCH CONCEPT

An explosively formed fuse consists of a relatively thick conducting sheet that is
explosive] y driven into an insulating ext rusion die. The die normally consists of a series
of extrusion patterns and in all our applications, the extrusion occurs simultaneously
throughout the die. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the switching concept. Figure 1 shows
2-D hydrodynamic code (hydrocode) calculations of the hydrodynamic evolution at
one die element. Figure 2 shows current and voltage records from an experiment
utilizing four of these die elements in series. Arrows in Fig. 2 show the times of each
frame in Fig. 1. Not only does the conducting element not sever in the frames shown,
but calculations indicate that it does not during times of interest. ‘I’he conclusion
from these data and calculations is that the current interruption is due to heating of
the conductor in the evolved thin rezions. Recent results’ indicate that the extrusion
process may add approximately eno;gh energy to melt the active region, but that the
fusing action is relatively insensitive to the amount of heating thus produced.
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Fig. 2. Current and voltage waveforms from a small+cale test using four
die patterns that correspond to the calculation in Fig. 1. Arrows indicate
the times of the framea in Fig. 1. The circuit in the experiment consisted
of a 1500-pF capacitor bank at up to 10 kV with a total inductance of
--200 PH.

SWITCH TOPOLOGY

We have operated explosively formed fuse opening switches in two different circuit
topologies. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate these two Mwitch versiom that we will identify
as Type 1 and Type 2, respectively. In a Typel switch, inductance associated with
the opening switch must be represented as ohown in the Fig. 3 schematic and flux
in that inductance in loot during the current transfer process. A Type-2 switch has
topology that is correctly represented schematically as shown in Fig. 4 without any
wasted inductance. A Typel device is less efficient, but si~~pler and less expensive to
operate, We have gained most of our experience with Type 1 devices, and a small scale

test version of this device io shown in Fig. 5. Performance data obtained with such
devices scale appropriately to devices ouch au that pictured in Fig. 6 which is the more
efficient Typ~2 version. As can be ecen in Fig. 6, a Type-2 switch requires a few extra
d~ign, fabrication, and implementation considerations. The most expensive inclusion
in this switch is a second explosive layer. In addition to expense, the thickness of the
cx]losivc (along with the insulation Gf this region) adds inductance to the load circuit,
The switch will function if this explosive is omitted, but the resi~tancc incrcascs much
more slowly in th~e casea, Operationally, the insulation in the load output section
must withstand the shock wave from the explosive cornponcnts, and still sustain tho
voltago required by the circuit parameters. ‘1’cfloti has proven to be a good insulator
for these purposes. In spite of the added cornplcxitics, ‘1’ype-:1switc,hcs arc the dcvicos
of c,hoic(’ if ultimate efficiency is required,
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the ultimate speed of the extrusion process. The extrusion can be slowed by adding
more mass to the volume being driven into the die. In addition, since the opening
depends on Joule heating, the current density in the switch can affect the speed also.
In our experiments, however, this has not been an important l&ctor.4 A compensating
mechanism occurs in explosively formed fuse operation that enhances the effective
resistance rise. In practical designs, the ext~usion die is inside the circuit loop and as
the extrusion occurs the switch performs flux compression. The effect is to prodllce
a forward voltage (counter to that of the eventual IR drop) that dominates until the
resistant: of the switch is equal to the magnitude of the negative dL/dt produced in
the flux compression. The circuit current is amplified during this time, and the effects
of early resistive phases are eliminated. This compensating feature is the fortunate
coincidence of th; fact that in high current density- applica~ons, the magnetic forces
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Fig. 3. Pictorial representation and schematic of a Type-1 EFF.
L1 The center line in the illustration indicates that the device is a
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figure of revolution of the lines shown. L1, L2, and L3 relate the
inductance in the schematic to a volume in the device, and R is
the active opening switch element. A and B are the connection
points to an explosive generator. Flux in L1 is available to be
transferred to the load, L3, when the closing switch closes, but
all flux (L2 l.) in the opening switch loop is [ost.

Fig. 4, Tho same two rcprwrcntatiorm for a “1’ypc-2 Eh’F’ as
pre.wnted for a Type-1 EFF in Fig, 1. /.l and 1,2 are kept
separate to illustrate the poi]~t that wmIc inductance is still
wmciatod with the FIK’Fdevice, bllt l.l and 1.2 can Iw lumjwd
t.ogcthrr (l.l t 1,2 I.sTOI{K) for circuit analysis.



must be away from the extrusion die to prevent the premature extrusion of the switch
by magnetic rather than explosive forces. The resistance of the switch iniiially is
determined by the ratio of length, 4, to cross sectional area, A, in the active switch
conductor. The hydrodynamic processes produce an extrusion in the die that changes
the ratio t/A, and the important length scaling parameter during the opening phase is
the number of series patterns in the die, n. Since, in all applications to date, we have
been able to use a conductor that is initially 0.8-mm thick, the dependence reduces

/!-o n C where C is the circumference of the cylindrical switch. We base predictions of
switch resistance in a new design on this ratio. Different die patterns yield different
cross sections upon extrusion and each die pattern has its own scaling constant. The
extrusion process adds heat to the switching region, but this is a constant per pattern
and circumference and so does not affect the scaling. The magnitude af the scaling
constant must be measured experimentally for each die, and the result can then be
scaled for switches with differing physical dimensions. The details of the die design
impact not only the resistance of the switch, but also the other important parameter,
energy dissipation (Al?). Figures 1 and 7 compare two different die designs. Yigure 7
shows a die pattern that has wide anvils, while Fig. 1 shows very narrow anvils. Ex-
perimentally, we see that the resistance developed in the thinner regions produced by
the wide anvils of Fig. 1 is larger per die pattern than that produced by the narrower
anvils. The thin regions produced by the narrowed anvils, however, contain much
more conductor mass and experimentally we see that the pattern of Fig. 1 will dis-
sipate more energy per pattern. all limits scale according to the product nC. The
number of patterns per total switch length can be iarger for the die with a rlarrower
anvil, and this compensates somewhat for the reduced resistance per pattern while
further enhancing Al?. At linear current densities of 0.1. to 0.2 MA/cm the patterns
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Fig, 5. Srnall-sca!c test version of a ‘1’ypc- 1 Hk’ };. “1’hc 15-(.111 -l(}ng cylilb
dricai charge is detonated cm axis driving the active conductor (Iiil)(’1(’(1

rxi)l(wivcly f(mrwd fuse) into the extrusion die. 1)(’toIlat(~r-actlliit(’(i (losil~g
~wit(hes allow current h) be divort,d to a foil fuse wllicli (’iill I)(* ii. tvst
({yllilrlli(’ loa(] or a voltag(~ ~}lll!!(’ gcnvrator.
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in Figs. 1 and 7, respectively, wil! develop a resistance at peak voltage cf -90 (mQ-
cm) /pattern and -160 (mfl-cm)/pattern. In addition, the two versions will dissipate
-0.78 kJ/(pattern-cm) and -0.39 kJ/(pattern-cm). Figure 8 shows resistance curves
from tests of both die patterns using the hardware in Fig. 5. We have discussed the
amount of energy AE that an explosively formed fuse will dissipate. The interpretation
of experimental data is that at some energy level, sufficient heating has occurred
in sections of the explosively formed fuse that reconduction begins to occur in the
same way as described by Lindemuth et al .7 for conventional exploding foil fuses.
This reconduction, however, does not produce a dramatic switch failure as might
be seen in other devices, since there is a continuous range of cross mctions in an
explosively formed fuse, and some part of the switch continues to be cool enough to
have high resistivity. Nevertheless, best results are abtained when none of the switch
is overheated, and we say that the switch has reached its energy dissipation limit when
we see a drop in total resistance occur as in Curve B off Fig. 8.
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Fig. 6. Small-scale Typ-2 EFF shown with a static inductance dummy
load. The inner cylindrical charge is 15-cm long.

In choosing whet}~er an explosively formed fuse is appropriate for a particular
application, several things must be considered. The most obvious is that the switches
typical]y make usc of sizeable exp!osive charges, While not a factor for use with explo-
sive generator circuits, considerable effort would be required to use the devices in close
proximity to permanent pulsed power facilities. Further, there are the fundamental hy-
drodynamic limits on switching speed discussed earlier. Full resistance of explosively
forrncd fuses require ,--2 us to develop. Conduction time, however, can be very long
and as an example, in applications in which a large helical generator develops 11 MA
in 350 ps, the pukw compression ratio into a 3&n1{ load is *200. ‘I’he low amplitude
part of this current pu!se can be almrwt ar; ~itrarily long. Although hydrodynamics
and curr(.llt, density determine the rate G! resistance rise in an explosively formed fuse,
we can dvlay closing the load isolation elm, ng switch until the resistance is somewhat
d(w(’loped ,2 an(i ultimately, the current transfm rate is dctx?rrliinvd by tho swjtch resis-
tance arl(i circuit inductances. Iv most 0( our applications, rcsistancrs in the IOt)-rn!l
rang:’ h;ivr lw(~n suf~!cirnr,. AS an cxampk of opvatiunid j)ararl~rtors, a switch that
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Fig. 7. Die pattern for comparison to Fig. 1. Frame B shows the evolution
by 3 M. Note that the sides of the extruded region are very thin but that
the region where the Al “Kbetwta the Teflon anvil and the HE remains
relatively thick. More resistance per pattern develops, but less energy is
dissipated. If the field across the HE in me narrow gap between anvils—
exc~ -100 kV/cm, failure will occur.
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Fig. 8. Resistance curves produced
by-two different die patterns.- Curve B
used 20 of the die patterns in Fig. 1
and Curve A used 11 of the patterns
in Fig. 7. ~125 kJ were dissipated in
Test A while 4s0 kJ were dissipated
in Test B.
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conducts 11 MA and dissipates 2.5-MJ circuit ener~v develom ~ 100 rnfl. and scaling
considerations indicate th~t it should perform that%sk at ;p to AE e ~ MJ. Base~
on these numbers and employing R and A E scaling relations, a switch developing well
over 300 mfl should be possible using available HE systems. To operate within the
range of linear current densities in which we have typically worked, the switch would
be limited to 6 to 7-MA peak current arid All = 2 MJ. Since an experiment with this
device would produce voltages of -1 MV, other factors would have to be considered
in addition to I and AJ!Z, however. IR voltage drops exceeding 9 kV/cm have been
successfully sustained down the length of the switch, but transmission line designs must
also be. commensurate with the voltages generated. When nominal resistance values
and energy dissipation limits are experimentally deterr.ined, other circuit parameter
ranges are ilnplied. If we perform a simple analysis on the circuit in Fig. 4, we sec
that for a constant resistance R carrying a current 10 when the load isolation switch
is clowd, current transferred is given by

/,.,
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Fig. 9. Inductive store and current transfer
section of a pulsed power system for driving
plasma z-pinch experiment. The EFF seen
in the top center of the assembly is a Ty e-

r1 device, and the post-hole convolutes six
total) provide the penetration necessary to
connect the outer and inner return conduc-
tors. Flexible cables connect to a MK-IX
helical generator. A surface discharge clos-
ing switch is located in the region omitted
by the cut lines in the upper section.

We see that a maximum value for .AE implies a maximum value for 10 for fixed
store and load inductances. Although a real.~tic time-varying resistor and either a
resistive load or time-varying load inductance change the implied circuit values, these
simple relations cm be used for determining the range of usefulness of an explosively
formed fuse when AE and R have been experimentally determined. Finally, a ques-
tion of synchronizing explosively formed fuse events with other exper.irnental features
must be considered. Although high prec.~ion iiring circuits are available, the jitter in
actuating the switch is the accumulation of several events. In addition, the explosively
formed fuse turns off with different risetimea at different current densities. As a result,
actuating the switch withi~. a 100- ns window is reasonably simple, but improving that
performance by a factor of two re luires great care and precision. As an example, ac-
tuating an explosively formed fuse to coincide with the broad top of a sweeping wave
helical generator waveform is trivial, but synchronizing the resulting voltage waveform
that increases at the rate of’ ~400 kV/ps with a detonator actuated closing switch is
difficult. Lfeach event occurs m a 1()()-ns window, the jitter in voltage at closing time
is 80 kV.

AI’PI,ICA’.I’IONS

Although major applications of explosively formed fuse Switch Technology are
the subjwt of ot}]er reports in this confmmce,8’g we will give a brief description here

of some explosively fornmd fuse applications. Figure 9 is a cross section of m explo-
sively forrT]cd fuse system that has the ultimate goal of driving 1-ILS plasma z.l)inch



experiments. The explosively formed fuse iri this system is a Type-1 device. Figure 10
summarizes data from a test of this device. We have not yet successfully sustained the
entire voltage pulse produced by this inductive store-explosively formed f~:e system.
However, the failures have been due to dielectric interfaces and transmission lines
rather than problems with the explosively formed fuse. We have sustained as much as
140 kV across a 15-cm-long explosively formed fuse,’ and have every reason to believe
that the 76-cm-long switch in this system will easily handle the 220 kV required for
successful operation.
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Fig. 10. EFF current and post-hole voltage from a teat of the device in
Fig. 9. Note that the current was entirely turned off in the EFF. The sharp
break in the voltage curve is where a transmission lime failure occurred and
the inductance downstream from the post holes is reduced.

Figure 11 is a cross section of an application Gf a large Ty pt+2 device. This system
is also described in another paper in this conference and is, as yet, untested. This
system wws a slowed explosively formed fuse to transfer 16 of 22 MA to a plasma
flow switch which performs a second stage of pulse compression inside an evacuated
region. Ultimately, we will try to drive piuma z-pinches with the plasma flow switch.
Figure 12 shows calculated performance of the system.

Figure 13 shows data obtained from a different use of a Type-1 device. In this
test, ‘he explosively formed fuse simply provides a complete circuit path to allow the
delivery of initial flux to the generator and early flux compression to occur. Then,
as the dL/dt of the generator becomes large, the EFF is actuated and the load is
switched in. In this case, only a small amcunt of flux is !ost in the switch and a
Typ&l explosively formed fuse is fine. For applications where a generator will drive
the load, but the early long time pulse is damaging to the load, this system is ideal.

A final application is suggested by initial small-scale Type-2 tests. These tests
have been reported elsewhere,’ and results are summarized in Fig. 14. When a high-
voltage pulse is required for high-impedance loads, such a system could be built. As
suggested earlier, a compact system that would develop 1 MV would be feasible if the
voltage can otherwise be sustained.
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] Fig. 11. System using a Type-2 EFF tc
I drke a pkma flow s-witch experiment.
/ This EFF is a slowed-dew:. Type-2 device
I that does not have a second HE layer.
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Fig. 12. Predicted performance for the system in Fig. 11. Frames A, 11,
C, and D show total system current, plasma gun current, the voltage at
the gun input, ard the EFF resistance, respectively. ‘1’}Ic R(t) curve ill
Frame I) is an extrapolation from a test, with the dcvicc in F’ig. 6, in which
t}le second layer of l{E was omitted,
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Fig. 13. EFF, load, and generator
currents for a Type-1 EFF test
driven with a plate generator.l” Lit-
tle fl-ux is lost during switching in
this test, as most flux still resides in
the generator at switch time. Plate
generators ha~ e a driving impedance
of 20–30 mfl, and this system is ideal
when that is sufficient to drive the
load.
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Fig. 14. Results of an
dumy load aJ:\edj~fopen-circuit

the device pictured in
Fig. 6. Frames A–D show
total system current, EFF
current at switch time,
EFF voltage, and EFF re-
sistance, respectively.
The increase in resistance
after -225 w should be
regarded as uncertain due
to the nature of dividing
the two small signals in B
and C to get the result.
Peak power in this test is
0,56 TW.

CONCI,US1ONS

Wc are just beginning to apply cxplosivtly fortncd fuses to a variety of systorm,
and to take full advantage of explosively formed fuse tcw.}lniqucs, a great deal of work
must still be done, Detailed understanding of the resistance rim, for instance, will
allow the initial switch conductor tind the die dmign to be tailored prccisc]y to wwh
application. In the meantime, wc have developed a uscf.:1 tcchniqu(’ for on-g(}ing QY-
p(’rirmmts and scaling rvlations for dolxrmining wh(’n rx~)l(miv(’ly forrrl(vj flls(~ swit:t]m
may })(I useful in ot, hcr systems,
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